QT interval variability and adaptation to heart rate changes in patients with long QT syndrome.
Increased QT variability (QTV) has been reported in conditions associated with ventricular arrhythmias. Data on QTV in patients with congenital long QT syndrome (LQTS) are limited. Ambulatory electrocardiogram recordings were analyzed in 23 genotyped LQTS patients and in 16 healthy subjects (C). Short-term QTV was compared between C and LQTS. The dependence of QT duration on heart rate was evaluated with three different linear models, based either on the RR interval preceding the QT interval (RR(0)), the RR interval preceding RR(0) (RR(-1)), or the average RR interval in the 60-second period before QT interval (mRR). Short-term QTV was significantly higher in LQTS than in C subjects (14.94 +/- 9.33 vs 7.31 +/- 1.29 ms; P < 0.001). It was also higher in the non-LQT1 than in LQT1 patients (23.00 +/- 9.05 vs 8.74 +/- 1.56 ms; P < 0.001) and correlated positively with QTc in LQTS (r = 0.623, P < 0.002). In the C subjects, the linear model based on mRR predicted QT duration significantly better than models based on RR(0) and RR(-1). It also provided better fit than any nonlinear model based on RR(0). This was also true for LQT1 patients. For non-LQT1 patients, all models provided poor prediction of QT interval. QTV is elevated in LQTS patients and is correlated with QTc in LQTS. Significant differences with respect to QTV exist among different genotypes. QT interval duration is strongly affected by noninstantaneous heart rate in both C and LQT1 subjects. These findings could improve formulas for QT interval correction and provide insight on cellular mechanisms of QT adaptation.